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NOTICE:
This document contains the literature search and selection results for the systematic review of fluoride exposure and neurodevelopmental and cognitive health effects following the protocol\(^1\). It does not represent and should not be construed to represent any NTP determination or policy.

\(^1\) https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076
LITERATURE SEARCH RESULTS

Literature Search

Search terms were developed to identify all relevant published evidence on developmental neurobehavioral toxicity or thyroid-related health effects potentially associated with exposure to fluoride by reviewing Medical Subject Headings for relevant and appropriate neurobehavioral and thyroid-related terms, and by extracting key neurological and thyroid-related health effects and developmental neurobehavioral terminology from reviews and a sample of relevant primary data studies. A combination of relevant subject headings and keywords were subsequently identified. A test set of relevant studies was used to ensure the search terms retrieve 100% of the test set. Six electronic databases were searched (see ) using a search strategy tailored for each database (specific search terms used for the PubMed search are presented in Appendix 1; the search strategy for other databases are available in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076). A search of PubChem indicated that sodium fluoride was not found in either the Tox21 or ToxCast databases; therefore, these databases were not included in the search. No language restrictions or publication year limits were imposed, and databases were searched in December 2016, with several updated searches and a final updated search on April 1, 2019.

Following the peer review of the September 6, 2019 draft monograph in November 2019 by a committee convened by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) (NASEM 2020), an additional search was conducted on May 1, 2020, where only primary human epidemiology studies were prioritized during screening. The review of the 2020 search results focused on the human studies because they formed the basis of the conclusions in the September 6, 2019 draft. A supplemental literature search of Chinese-language databases (described below) was also conducted.

Literature searches for this systematic review were conducted independent of the literature search conducted for the NTP (2016) systematic review of animal studies. The current literature search strategy was based on the search terms used for NTP (2016) and refined for the current evaluation, including the addition of search terms to identify human studies. Although the review process identified studies prior to 2015, the current assessment did not evaluate the studies published prior to 2015 and relied on the NTP (2016) assessment. The focus of the literature searches for this systematic review was to identify and evaluate relevant animal studies that were published since completion of the literature searches for the NTP (2016) assessment in addition to the human and mechanistic data that were not previously evaluated.

Supplemental Chinese Database Literature Search

Following NASEM committee peer review in November 2019 (NASEM 2020), additional searches were developed for non-English-language databases to systematically search for studies that were previously identified from other resources (e.g., Chinese-language studies from the Fluoride Action Network website) and select non-English-language databases with the most potential to contain additional relevant non-English publications that were not previously identified. Multiple non-English language databases were explored before finding two databases (CNKI and Wanfang) that covered studies previously identified from other sources. These two Chinese electronic databases were searched in May 2020 with no language restrictions or publication year limits. Search terms from the main literature search were refined to focus on human epidemiology studies. The CNKI and Wanfang databases have character limits in the search strings; therefore, key terms were prioritized using text analytics to identify the most prevalent terms from neurodevelopmental or cognitive human epidemiology studies.
Previously identified as relevant. Search strings were designed to capture known relevant studies that were previously identified from searching other resources without identifying large numbers of non-relevant studies [the search strategy for both databases are available in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076)]. New animal and mechanistic references retrieved were scanned for evidence that might extend the information currently in the September 6, 2019 draft. Although additional studies were identified, data that would materially advance the animal and mechanistic findings were not identified; therefore, these studies were not extracted nor were they added to the draft. Newly-retrieved human references were reviewed to identify studies that might impact conclusions with priority given to identifying and translating null studies that may have been missed using previous approaches. Null studies that were identified were translated and included.

**Databases Searched**

**Main Literature Database Search**
- BIOSIS (Thomson Reuters)
- EMBASE
- PsycINFO (APA PsycNet)
- PubMed (NLM)
- Scopus (Elsevier)
- Web of Science (Thomson Reuters, Web of Science indexes the journal Fluoride)

**Supplemental Chinese Database Literature Search**
- CNKI
- Wanfang

**Searching Other Resources**
The reference lists of all included studies; relevant reviews, editorials and commentaries; and the Fluoride Action Network website (http://fluoridealert.org/) were manually searched for additional relevant publications. Following NASEM committee peer review in November 2019 (NASEM 2020), the Fluoride Action Network website was again searched for relevant references and contacted to identify null or no effect studies.

**Tracking Study Eligibility and Reporting the Flow of Information**
The main reason for exclusion at the full-text review stage was annotated and reported in the study selection flow diagram (Figure 1) [using reporting practices outlined in Moher et al. (2009)] The first reason for exclusion that the reviewers noted was documented, although studies may have multiple reasons for exclusion (e.g., both exposure and outcome not relevant). The following reasons for exclusion were documented (e.g., both exposure and outcome not relevant): (1) population not relevant; (2) exposure not relevant; (3) comparator not relevant; (4) outcome not relevant; (5) supporting information only (e.g., exposure assessment; absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion [ADME] study; review); (6) study retracted; (7) other (e.g., abstract, commentary, or editorial only); (8) animal in vivo and/or mechanistic-only studies from the 2020 searches; (9) human studies with secondary neurological outcomes only (anxiety, aggression, motor activity, or biochemical changes) from the 2020 searches; or (10) foreign language human studies with primary neurological outcomes (learning, memory, intelligence) not translated from the supplemental Chinese database literature search.
Literature Search Results

**Literature Search Results Counts and Title and Abstract Screening**
The electronic database searches retrieved 25,524 unique references in total (20,883 references during the initial search conducted in December 2016, 3,733 references during the literature search updates [including the final updated search conducted for the primary epidemiology studies on May 1, 2020], and 908 references from the supplemental Chinese database searches); 15 additional references were identified by technical advisors or from reviewing reference lists in published reviews and included studies. As a result of title and abstract screening, 1,038 references were moved to full-text review, 11,478 were excluded during manual title and abstract screening for not satisfying the PECO criteria, and an additional 13,023 were not screened and excluded based on the SWIFT algorithm.

**Full-text Review**
Among the 1,038 references that underwent full-text review, 499 references were excluded during the full-text review with reasons for exclusion documented at this stage; 332 references were excluded for not satisfying the PECO criteria; and 167 references from the May 2020 searches (main literature search update and supplemental Chinese database searches) were excluded for not including information that would materially advance the human, animal in vivo, or mechanistic findings (see the Literature Search Section for a description of the methodology). These screening results are outlined in a study selection diagram that reports numbers of studies excluded for each reason at the full text review stage (see Figure 1) [using reporting practices outlined in Moher et al. (2009)]. After full-text review, 539 studies were considered relevant with primary neurological outcomes, secondary neurological outcomes, and/or outcomes related to thyroid function (see References Included After Full-Text Review). A few studies assessed data for more than one evidence stream (human, non-human mammal, and/or in vitro), and several human and animal studies assessed more than one type of outcome (e.g., primary and secondary outcomes). The number of included studies is summarized below.

- 159 human studies (78 primary only; 13 secondary only; 5 primary and secondary; 6 primary and thyroid; 2 secondary and thyroid; and 55 thyroid only);
- 339 non-human mammal studies (7 primary only; 186 secondary only; 67 primary and secondary; 6 primary, secondary, and thyroid; 4 secondary and thyroid; and 69 thyroid only); and
- 60 in vitro/mechanistic studies (48 neurological and 12 thyroid).

One publication contained human, experimental non-human mammal, and in vitro data. Three publications contained both human and experimental non-human mammal data. Fourteen publications contained data relevant to both experimental non-human mammal studies and in vitro studies. The lists of included and excluded references are provided in the subsequent sections.
Studies may have been excluded for more than one reason; the first reason identified by the screener was recorded.

** Animal in vivo, human secondary outcome-only, and human and animal mechanistic references from the 2020 database searches were scanned for evidence that might strengthen the information in the September 6, 2019 draft monograph. Although 145 additional animal in vivo and/or mechanistic studies and 7 additional human secondary outcome-only or mechanistic-only studies were identified, information that would materially advance the human, animal in vivo, and mechanistic findings was not identified; therefore, these studies were not included. Additionally, 15 human primary outcome studies from the 2020 Chinese database search were excluded based on English abstracts and google translations because information that would materially advance the human findings was not identified; 1 null publication from the 2020 Chinese database search (Kang et al. 2011) as identified, translated, and included.

*** One publication contained human, experimental non-human mammal, and in vitro data. Three publications contained both human and experimental non-human mammal data. Fourteen publications contained data relevant to both experimental non-human mammal studies and in vitro studies.
REFERENCES INCLUDED AFTER FULL-TEXT REVIEW

List of Included Studies

Studies in Humans
As described in Figure 1, 159 human studies were included; however, full data extraction was only conducted on studies with neurological outcomes or thyroid hormone data. Data extraction was completed using the Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative (HAWC), an open source and freely available web-based interface application. Data were extracted from a subset of included studies in humans (n = 116) and are available in HAWC based on outcome. The following lists of references are organized as studies that are available in HAWC followed by studies that are not available in HAWC. Specifically, data for primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes (learning, memory, and intelligence) and secondary neurobehavioral outcomes (anxiety, aggression, motor activity, or biochemical changes), as well as thyroid hormone level data, were extracted from included human studies and are available in HAWC. Data for included studies identified through the 2020 literature search update were only extracted for primary neurodevelopmental or cognitive outcomes; a subset of these studies (n = 5) also included secondary neurobehavioral outcomes and/or thyroid hormone level data that were not extracted because those data would not materially advance the human or mechanistic findings. Included human studies that only evaluated other thyroid-related effects including goiters or thyroid size (n = 43) were not extracted and are not available in HAWC.

Studies Available in HAWC


---

2 HAWC (Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative): A Modular Web-based Interface to Facilitate Development of Human Health Assessments of Chemicals (https://hawcproject.org/portal/).


He MX, Zhang CN. 2010. [Investigation of children’s intelligence quotient and dental fluorosis in drinking water-type of endemic fluorosis area in Pucheng County, Shaanxi Province before and after drinking water change]. Chin J Endemiol 29: 547-548.
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Studies Not Available in HAWC
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Studies in Non-human Animals

As described in Figure 1, 339 non-human animal studies were included; however, full data extraction was only conducted on studies with primary neurological outcomes and/or secondary functional neurological outcomes (e.g., motor activity). Data extraction was completed using HAWC. Data were extracted from a subset of included studies in animals (n = 123) and are available in HAWC based on outcome. The following lists of references are organized as studies that are available in HAWC followed by studies that are not available in HAWC. Specifically, all primary outcomes and functional neurological secondary outcomes (e.g., motor activity) were extracted from animal studies and are available in HAWC, including studies from the NTP (2016) assessment. Studies are also available in HAWC that evaluated mechanistic effects related to oral fluoride exposure at or below 20 ppm fluoride drinking water equivalents for categories of mechanistic endpoints with the largest amount of available data (i.e., biochemistry of the brain or neurons, neurotransmission, oxidative stress, and histopathology [n = 70]); however, these mechanistic data were generally not extracted. Several animal studies assessed primary neurological outcomes and/or functional neurological secondary outcomes and mechanistic effects in the four mechanistic categories listed above (n = 56). In total, 140 animal studies are available in HAWC (70 with primary neurological outcomes and/or secondary functional neurological outcomes without relevant mechanistic data; 15 with relevant mechanistic data only; and 55 with primary/or secondary functional neurological outcomes with relevant mechanistic data). Studies that evaluated other mechanistic endpoints, as well as studies that only assessed mechanistic effects at fluoride levels above 20 ppm fluoride drinking water equivalents, are not available in HAWC (n = 199).

Studies Available in HAWC


Studies Not Available in HAWC


Rakhov GM. 1964. [Effect of calcium and fluorine in drinking water on the iodine metabolism and status of the thyroid gland in iodine insufficiency in food]. *Gig Sanit* 29: 12-17.


In Vitro Experimental Studies
As described in Figure 1, 60 in vitro experimental studies were included; however, data extraction was not conducted on in vitro studies. Therefore, in vitro experimental studies are not available in HAWC with the exception of in vitro studies that also reported in vivo non-human animal data that meet the relevant criteria for being made available in HAWC. The following lists of references are organized as studies that are available in HAWC (n = 6) followed by studies that are not available in HAWC (n = 54).

Studies Available in HAWC

Studies Not Available in HAWC
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List of Excluded Studies by Main Reasons

Population Not Relevant (i.e., not human, non-human mammal, or relevant in vitro assay)


Exposure Not Relevant (i.e., lacks exposure data or not relevant form of fluoride)


Note: first reason for exclusion that reviewers noted was documented, although studies may have multiple reasons for exclusion (e.g., exposure and outcome both not relevant).


Ntzer A. 1959. [Effects of fluorine and fluoridated iodine on the iodine content of the rabbit thyroid (determination of the organic iodine content of the thyroid, autographies of the pituitary gland. Iodine 131)]. Bull Schweiz Akad Med Wiss 15: 412-422.


**Outcome Not Relevant (i.e., neurodevelopmental effects or in vitro endpoints related to neurological and thyroid function not evaluated)**

Amirov RO. 1965. [The influence of dibasol (2-benzyl benzimidazole hydrochloride; ganglion blocker) on the animal organism following sodium fluoride poisoning]. *Farmakol Toksikol* 28: 241-244.


**Supporting Studies (e.g., exposure assessments, ADME studies, and reviews)**


Retracted Studies


Other Non-peer-reviewed Publications (e.g., abstracts, commentaries, editorials, white papers)


Demole V. 1954. [Iodine storage in thyroid gland of rat following administration of sodium fluoride]. *Helv Physiol Pharmacol Acta* 12.

Ding Y. 2013. Effects of fluoride aluminum exposure in endemic fluorosis areas on children's mental development and dental condition of fluorosis.


Ma Q. 2018. Screening and verification of NNAT methylation markers related to intellectual development of children exposed to fluoride.


Qian W. 2011. Intervention of different dietary calcium conditions on the brain development of progeny caused by drinking water-type fluorosis.


Waldbott GL. 1968. [Chronic fluorine poisoning]. *Folia Clin Int (Barc)* 18: 587.


Wang R. 2012. Effect of combination of high fluoride and iodine on thyroid damage and intellectual development.


Zhang C. 2010. The role and mechanism of DKK1 in EGB-761 protecting nerve injury induced by fluoride.
Zhao Y. 2001. A study on children's intelligence differences and influencing factors in water-borne high iodine areas.

Animal In Vivo and/or Mechanistic-only Studies from the 2020 Searches


Atmaca N, Aksu DS, Yildirim E, Atmaca HT. 2014. Ginko biloba extract (EGB 761) protects the mice brain against fluoride-induced oxidative stress. FEB 23: 1790-1794.


Deng M. 2017. 7-Nitroindazole antagonizes the increase of NO NOS expression level and toxicity in SH-SY5Y cells caused by excessive fluoride exposure.


Hu L. 2015. Effects of coal-fired fluorine poisoning in mother mice on learning and memory and expression of GFAP and BDNF in hippocampus.


Li M. 2010. Effects of fluorine and arsenic exposure on growth and development, learning and memory ability of pups and their mechanisms.


Sun Z. 2018. Study on learning, memory and bone metabolism of brick-tea type aluminum fluoride combined with poisoning in rats.


Unknown. 2017. The role of apoptosis-inducing factor in neuronal apoptosis in brain tissue of chronic fluorosis rats.


Uyar H, Oto G. 2020. The effect of chronic exposure to fluorine and 7,12-dimethylbenz(A)anthracene on anxiety, locomotor activity, spatial learning, and memory consolidation in rats. Fluoride 53: 52-76.


Wu C. 1999. Effects of high fluoride and high arsenic on rat brain development and learning and memory ability.


Zeng Y. 2014. Regulation effect of group I mGluR on synaptic plasticity injury of hippocampal neurons caused by fluoroarsenic combined exposure.


Zhang J. 2011. Effects of fluoride and arsenic alone or combined on learning and memory and Ras ERK signaling pathway in rats.


Zhu W. 2014. Study on molecular mechanism of brain damage caused by drinking water-type chronic fluorosis.


**Human Studies with Secondary Neurological Outcomes Only from the 2020 Searches**


**Foreign Language Human Studies with Primary Neurological Outcomes Not Translated from the Supplemental Chinese Database Search**


APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Literature Search Strategy

The strategy for this search is broad for the consideration of neurodevelopmental or cognitive endpoints and comprehensive for fluoride as an exposure or treatment in order to ensure inclusion of relevant papers. The search terms for PubMed are provided below. The specific search strategies for other databases are available in the protocol (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/785076).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Search Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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